
Are you looking for a 
thrilling teambuilding

 challenge?

Duels and Tournaments:

2 players     - $23 each + HST
3-5 players - $21 each + HST
6+ players  - $20 each + HST
Our pricing is already set for “groups”

Be prepared for an exciting 
and challenging good time!

Work together with friends, Work together with friends, 
family, classmates and 
colleagues by using your 
unique wits and talents to 
solve the adventure before 
the clock runs out.

Please see all available Please see all available 
appointments and our FAQs 

online at:
www.adventurerooms.ca

Duels require up to 2 hours 
per appointment and include per appointment and include 
60 minutes of gameplay; split 
into 2 rounds of 30 minutes - 
where both teams play at the 
same time in different areas of 

the same game - an 
introducton, debrief and one 10 

minute reset break.minute reset break.

Tournaments  follow the same 
format but require 3 rounds of 
30 minutes each, and up to 2.5 
hours per appoinitment.  One 
team sits out and socializes per 

30 minute round.

Each individual team will learn 
to work together not only  to 
escape, but to beat the other 
team ‘s time and earn bragging 

rights.  
Losing team buys lunch?! Book now and offer your team an unforgettable experience!

*Reservations are required.

The Adventure Rooms are real-life “Escape” games for small & medium-sized groups.  

Break free from a room containing locked doors before a 60 minute countdown ends.
 To do so, one must use not brute force,  but skill and cunning.  

Only about 20% of all teams manage to escape.  
Even unsuccessful teams find the challenge to be rewarding and a great adventure!

To solve the puzzles different talents are required. Everyone must do their part. 
Puzzles will enhance logic, critical thinking, ability to work under pressure, Puzzles will enhance logic, critical thinking, ability to work under pressure, 

problem-solving, communication and teamwork.

To be successful, groups must use each player’s strengths to the team’s advantage
 in order to accomplish a mutual goal.  Ideal team sizes are up to 7 players.

Larger groups enjoy the duel or tournament modes; where 2 or 3 teams compete against each 
other in a timed challenge.

Duels can accommodate 8 to 14 players, and are booked as 5 vs 5, 4 vs 4 bookings, etc.
Tournaments are for 15-21 total players in 3 teams of 5-7 people.Tournaments are for 15-21 total players in 3 teams of 5-7 people.


